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Introduction – Clinical Teaching: Feedback and Evaluation
Clinical Teaching: Feedback and Evaluation is a free dental continuing education course that covers 
a wide range of topics relevant to the oral healthcare professional community.
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Overview
Clinical feedback and evaluation is paramount in the process of clinical teaching. Students 
need one-on-one feedback and evaluation in guiding them to be competent and autonomous 
practitioners. This faculty module will discuss and describe the various factors in providing effective 
feedback and evaluation throughout the clinical learning environment.

Learning Objectives
Upon completion of this course, the dental professional should be able to:
• Explain the difference between formative and summative feedback.
• Explain how to give constructive feedback.
• Describe the various components of the evaluation process.
• Discuss and explain the role of personal growth objectives and the importance of documenting 

a student’s clinical progress.

Video: Clinical Teaching: Feedback and Evaluation

View Transcript

Click on image to view video online.

https://assets.ctfassets.net/u2qv1tdtdbbu/1iEbHeaLlJ4HWez36QUSav/6c28cf388dbf6c56daf0e43379f75c19/FDM_-_4_-_Transcript.pdf
https://www.dentalcare.com/en-us/ce-courses/fdm4/video
https://videos.ctfassets.net/u2qv1tdtdbbu/5rALgpMKQ2gk3T7Y45bt6s/72e9aab024e0338eb6254c3f2c00e1e7/fdm04-ClinicalTeachingFeedbackandEvaluation-040720-withaudio.mp4
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Course Test Preview
To receive Continuing Education credit for this course, you must complete the online test.  Please  
go to: www.dentalcare.com/en-us/ce-courses/fdm4/test

1. Which one of the following is a goal for clinical feedback?
A. Provide ongoing feedback
B. Provide feedback only when needed
C. Provide via verbal communication
D. Provided in writing at the end of the semester

2. The process by which a teacher provides a learner with the results of an evaluation with 
the purpose of improving the learner’s performance is called ______________.
A. assessment
B. feedback
C. reflection in action
D. reflection on action

3. What is the main purpose of feedback? It is to change ____________.
A. attitude
B. behavior
C. financial status
D. intelligence

4. When giving feedback what is the most important factor?
A. Timing
B. Application
C. Integration
D. Acknowledgment

5. During the feedback session how many of the student’s major points should the faculty 
discuss with them?
A. 1 – 2
B. 3 – 4
C. 5 – 6
D. 7 – 8

6. Every teaching moment is an opportunity to provide feedback.
A. True
B. False

7. Any process by which a teacher assesses a learner’s knowledge, skills or attitudes on 
criteria related to educational goals is defined as ________________.
A. assessment
B. feedback
C. evaluation
D. reflective practice

http://www.dentalcare.com/en-us/ce-courses/fdm4/test
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8. How close a student is to meeting the learning objectives for a course is an example of?
A. Formative assessment
B. Summative assessment
C. Formative feedback
D. Summative feedback

9. This term refers to the formal assessment of the learning and summarizes the 
development of learners at a particular time such as the end of the semester.
A. Formative assessment
B. Summative assessment
C. Formative feedback
D. Summative feedback

10. During the evaluation process it is important that faculty ____________________.
A. rely on their memory during the process
B. provide detailed documentation throughout the process
C. share the student’s evaluation with their peers
D. share the student’s evaluation with other faculty members
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